GENERAL

LEAVE THE CABOOSE NEAT AND READY FOR NEXT OCCUPANTS I.E. EASY TO START UP LIGHTING AND HEAT.
TAKE CARE NOT TO SET THE CABOOSE ALIGHT.
NUMBERS IN BRACKETS UNDER EMERGENCY, KITCHEN HEADINGS DEPENDS ON NUMBER OF EXPEDITION MEMBERS, IN THIS CASE, 5.
ON RETURN BRING INTO BASE CLIMBING, SOME MECHANICAL, RADIO AND FIRST AID GEAR AND SLEEPING BAGS.

HEAT

FILL AND BURN BOTH PRIMUS'S FOR A WHILE SO THAT YOU ARE ASSURED THAT THEY WILL PRESENT NO PROBLEMS WHEN NEEDED IN A HURRY, AND ITS COLD.
=ALSO CHECK THAT THE FOLLOWING ARE IN THE CABOOSE::
1. JERRY CAN PARAFIN/KEROSENE
1. 5L BOTTLE OF METHS
1. FUNNEL
5. PIRKERS ON SHELF
1. SUNLIGHT LIQUID BOTTLE OR SMALL CAN FOR PRINTING WITH METHS
1. PARAFIN HEATER FILLED AND BURNT FOR A WHILE AS A CHECK.

LIGHT

COLEMAN LAMP BOX WITH:
COLEMAN LAMP
ULKANNETJIE
GLASE
HEADS

CLIMBING GEAR

KOSKASSIE CONTAINING:
CABLE LADDER
ROPE
YSPIKKE
SLINGS - WILLANS HARNESS AND FIGURE 8
VEREY PISTOL
VEREY CARTRIDGES
RESCUE SHEET

SLEEPING BAGS ARE EACH GUYS RESPONSIBILITY

SHEEPSKINS (5)
MECHANICAL

TOOLBOX WITH TOOLS FOR MUSKEG AND SKIDOOS
SPIKES
SPADES
PUMP
BLOW TORCH
FANBELTS
DIESEL FILTERS
OIL FILTERS
V (THE LAST THREE ITEMS TO BE PUT INTO MUSKEG CUPBOARD)
SKIDOO DRIVE BELTS
PLUGS
HONDA 12/24V GENERATOR
HONDA GENERATOR LEADS
EXTRA 12V BATTERY
ETHER
HEAVY DUTY JUMPER LEADS

FUEL

DIESEL AND PETROL
TRANSMISSION OIL - MUSKEG
ENGINE OIL
SKIDOO TWO STROKE OIL

CHECK CABOOSE FOR FOLLOWING:

KITCHENWARE

POTS (+2)
SPOONS (+5)
MUGS (+5)
KNIFE (+2) - SMALL AND BIG
PAPER PLATES (+100) OR PORCELAIN
CARLTON TOWELS
TOILET PAPER
THERMOS FLASKS (+1)
SUNLIGHT LIQUID
BIG BOWL FOR WASHING UP
MATCHES
KETTLE
TIN OPENER
TEASPOONS (3)
TABLE KNIVES
BOOKS/CARDS
G

EMERGENCY RUCKSACK

CONTAINING JERSEY
PAIR OF SOCKS
BUSH BOOT INNERS
GLOVE INNERS
ANY SPARE UNDER WEAR
CABOOSE SHOULD CONTAIN AT LEAST TWO KOSKASSIES OF:

 PACKET POWDERED MILK
  2 PACKET PECAN NUTS / RAISONS /PEANUTS /WHOLENUTS
 PACKET COFFEE
  4 TINS CONDENSE MILK
  23 SMALL TINS JUICE
 CHUTNEY
 MARMITE
 AROMAT
 PERI PERI
 SALTICRAX 1
 ASSORTED BISCUITS 2
 TENNIS BISCUITS 1
 CHEESE 2
  1 TIN SOUP
  5 WHOLE POTATOES - MED
  7 TINS MIXED VEGETABLES MED
  7 TINS STEAK WITH VEG - SMALL
  5 TINS BRAISED STEAK - MED
  2 MEAT BALL IN GRAVY - MED
  1 BEEFSTEAKS
  2 BREYANI - MUTTON CURRY
  2 PONK SALMON
  1 SAVOURY TUNA
  3 LARGE TINS FRUIT
  1 PROZITA
 MIXED SPICE

RADIO

 TR 28 (+2)
 DIPOLE ANTENNAE (+2)
 BATTERIES (+3)
 SPARES (WIRE ETC )
 SHEET WITH ARRANGES SKEDS AND EMERGENCY PROCEDURE
 DETERMINED FREQUENCIES
EMERGENCY PLANNING FOR BUKTA TRIPS

RADIOSKEDES (INFO TO BE CROSSCHECKED BY BOTH OPERATORS)
1) POSISIE A) AFSTAND VAN VORIGE PUNT
   B) AFSTAND VANAF VOLGENDE PUNT
2) TYD VAN VOLGENDE SKED
3) BEPALING VAN TYD TUSSEN OPEENVOLGENDE SKEDS
4) BEPLANNING VAN VOLGENDE BEWEGINGS

PROEDURE
1) SILENCE FOR 24 HOURS NECESSITATES FOLLOWUP ACTION
2) MECHANIC AND TEAM MEMBER LEAVE ON SKIDOOS TO HELP.

AND HOURS NECESSITATES FOLLOWUP ACTION
2) MECHANIC AND TEAM MEMBER LEAVE ON SKIDOOS TO HELP.
3) THEY WILL TAKE WITH THEM:
   TOOLS
   EXTRA BATTERY
   TENT
   TENT PEGS
   SPADE
   SLEEPING BAGS
   MATTRESSES
   FOOD FOR ONE WEEK
   POT AND MUGS AND PLATES
   PRIMUS
   PARAFIN

ME4) BUKTA PARTY SIT STILL WHEN FOLLOW UP ACTION IS NECESSITATED
5) NOONE IS TO LEAVE BASE WHILE RESCUE PARTY IS OUT.

EXAMPLE OF ARRANGED RADIOSKEDES APRIL - 1981

RADIO SKEDS TO BE HELD DURING FIELD TRIPS

SKEDS WILL BE HELD THREE TIMES DAILY FOR 15 MINUTES PRIOR
TO THE normal SKED TIMES OF SANAE WITH OTHER STATIONS.

05H30 .............. CHANNEL FIVE
11H30 ..............  "   FIVE
17H30 ..............  "   FIVE

1. IF CONTACT IS NOT MADE WITHIN FIRST 7 MINUTES CHANGE/QSY
   TO CHANNEL SEVEN
   THEN BEFORE ENDING/QRX, IF CONTACT HAS STILL NOT BEEN MADE
   GO BACK TO CHANNEL FIVE FOR A WHILE
2. IF CONTACT IS NOT MADE DURING A SKED, CALL EVERY 3 HOURS
   STARTING FROM SKED TIME FOR THE FOLLOWING 24 HOURS UNTIL
   CONTACT IS MADE OR FOLLOWUP ACTION IS TAKEN

FREQUENCIES OF STATIONS THAT HAVE SKEDS WITH ZRP:
05H45 .............. 3800(ZRP) AND 6800(UDY)
FIRST AID

EYES
-5.4 + = 9.3
9 + 3 = 9.3
3630-

'585.23 , -.23 94 250UNDS

HIBISCUBS
HIBITANE
SUTURE MATERIALS AND INSTRUMENTS
MERTHICOLATE
STERILE GUAZE SWABS
SURGICAL GLOVES
ANTISEPTIC CREAM
PLASTER ASSTD
WOUND DRESSINGS - BANDAGES
SYRINGES AND NEEDLES
COTTON WOOL

ANALGESICS

PANADO
DOLOSCENE
OMNOPON

SKIN

UVISTAT
CALADRIIL
CHAPSTICK

BURNS

FURACIN
SOFRATULLE

MOUTH AND THROAT

CETOXIL

HEARTBURN

GAVISCON

DIARRHOEA

LOMOTIL
CONSTIPATION
SENOKOL

ORTHOPEDIC

BUTAZOLIDIN CREAM
PLINTS WIRE - INFLATABLE AND TAURANGE
SKINTRACTION SET

DOCTORS USE

DRIPS
Drip Sets
STHETOSCOPE
BAUMANOMETER
DECADRON
AMOXIL
KETALAR
VD INSTRUMENTS

OThERS

VITAMINS A B AND C
SOLUCORTEF
REXUXITATION KIT - PORTABLE